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Abstract: The accuracy of using high-order Boussinesq-type models as compared to the typical order models is examined in this paper.
The high-order model used is the two-layer model of Lynett and Liu in 2004, which captures both linear and nonlinear wave evolution up
to kh�6. The physical situations examined all involve nearshore breaking, and an eddy-viscosity type breaking model is adopted for the
two-layer model. One-horizontal dimension setups are the focus of this paper. It is shown that high-order models show significant benefit
very near to the breaker line. For regular incident waves, the overshoaling seen in the one-layer �“fully nonlinear” extended Boussinesq�
model is due to rapid increase of energy in the fifth and higher harmonics. These high-order nonlinear components are captured well in
the two-layer model. The two-layer model also exhibits a noticeable accuracy increase for cnoidal waves breaking on a slope. For regular
wave evolution over a bar, the high-order models are in good agreement with experiment, correctly modeling the free short waves behind
the step. Under irregular wave conditions, it is likewise shown that high-order nonlinearity is important near the breaker line and the outer
surf zone. Using SwashX field data, spectral comparisons are made and discussed.
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Introduction

Due to present computational constraints, time-domain modeling
of large-scale wave evolution in the nearshore zone requires
approximate equations. Boussinesq-type equations are becoming
increasingly popular for this task. In the past decade, these equa-
tions have been used to accurately predict wave evolution across
large basins �Basterretxea et al. 2004�, wave breaking over irregu-
lar topography, wave–structure interaction �Lynett et al. 2000�,
and wave-induced current patterns �Chen et al. 2003� among
many others.

Initial formulations, based on the depth-averaged velocity,
were somewhat limited in their description of wind waves in the
nearshore. These models generally had good linear accuracy to
kh�1, but could not yield accurate predictions in the intermedi-
ate water regime. Manipulations of the Boussinesq derivation,
initiated by Madsen and Sorensen �1992� and Nwogu �1993�, led
to final model equations with good accuracy through intermediate
water. Further nonlinear improvements �e.g., Liu 1994; Wei et al.
1995; Kennedy et al. 2001� made the model even more useful for
coastal modeling. However, as noted in Beji and Battjes �1994�
and others, even these equations sometimes yielded incorrect pre-
dictions, in particular in highly nonlinear situations where, due to
bathymetry changes, locked nonlinear components become free.
For these scenarios, and in general for a more robust prediction,
higher-order accuracy is needed.
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A handful of high-order Boussinesq-type models exist. Mad-
sen et al. �2002�, based on the approach of Agnon et al. �1999�,
developed a model with excellent linear and nonlinear accuracy in
very deep water �kh�40�. Gobbi et al. �2000� expanded Nwogu’s
approach to the next order in �kh�2, creating a model with linear
accuracy into deep water and nonlinear accuracy throughout
intermediate water. Lynett and Liu �2004a� presented the
multilayer concept, where the water column is divided into same-
fluid “layers” or segments of the water column governed by
matched, but unique polynomials describing the horizontal flow
field. The two-layer version shows linear and nonlinear accuracy
to kh�6, while the three and four layer models have good linear
accuracy to kh�17 and 30, respectively �Lynett and Liu 2004b�.
Simulations with these high-order models indicate that many
nearshore setups benefit from the increased accuracy. High-order
model applications involving wave breaking have not been exam-
ined to a substantial degree; one such investigation is reported in
Sorensen et al. �1999�.

In the first section of this paper, the theoretical and numerical
aspects of the two-layer model are presented and discussed. Ex-
perimental comparisons of wave breaking on a constant slope are
given, with the purpose of validating the wave breaking model in
both the typical and high-order models. Wave height and setup
profiles are examined. Next, one-horizontal-dimension �1HD�
wave breaking over a bar is compared. Concluding the compari-
sons is a recreation of a field experiment.

Two-Layer Model

The high-order simulations presented in this paper employ the
two-layer model of Lynett and Liu �2004a�. The water column is
divided into two same fluid layers, where velocity and pressure
are matched at the interface. Within each layer, a unique quad-

ratic polynomial is used to describe the vertical profile of the
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horizontal velocity. The multi-layer concept is described as a
piecewise matching of polynomials through the water column,
where the matching location represents the “interface” between
two “layers.” The resulting equation model consists of a continu-
ity equation, a momentum equation for the upper layer, and a
matching equation for the velocity in the lower layer. These equa-
tions are given below
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Rb=breaking-related dissipation term; R f accounts for bottom
friction; �T=constant eddy viscosity; �2= ��2 /�x2+�2 /�y2�;
�1=−0.127h=evaluation level for the velocity u1; �=−0.266h
�layer interface elevation; �2=−0.618h=evaluation level for the
velocity u2; and �=free surface elevation. It is noted that with the
choice of �1=−0.531h and �=�2=−h, the resulting two equation
model becomes equivalent to the highly nonlinear Boussinesq-
type model presented by Liu �1994�. Also derived by Wei et al.
�1995�, this highly nonlinear model will be referred to as the
one-layer model in this paper. For clarity, the two-layer model is
the high-order model, and the one-layer model is the typical-order
model.

The two-layer equation model was analyzed in depth in Lynett
and Liu �2004a�, and will not be repeated here. The resulting
linear properties of the two-layer model are shown in Fig. 1, as
are the properties of the one-layer model. The numerical scheme
used to solve the equation system is a fourth-order, predictor-

corrector method for the time integration, with spatial derivatives
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finite differenced to fourth-order accuracy on a regular grid. Com-
plete details of the numerical model can be found in Lynett and
Liu �2004a�.

As can be seen in Eq. �2�, there are three sources of dissipa-
tion: bottom friction, breaking, and constant eddy viscosity dissi-
pation. Bottom friction is calculated with the quadratic friction
equation

R f =
f

h + �
ub�ub� �5�

where ub=velocity evaluated at the seafloor; and f =bottom fric-
tion coefficient, typically in the range of 10−3–10−2. As noted
in Lynett et al. �2002�, maximum runup is sensitive to the value of
f , particularly for very large, breaking waves: a conservative
value of 10−3 is used for all simulations here. To simulate the
effects of wave breaking, the eddy viscosity model of Kennedy et
al. �2000� is used here with some modification. The first modifi-
cation regards the manner in which a breaking event is initiated.
A range of breaking simulations were undertaken including regu-
lar wave breaking on a planar slope �Hansen and Svendsen 1979�,
cnoidal wave breaking on a planar slope �Ting and Kirby 1995�,
and wave breaking over a submerged breakwater �Dingemans
1994�. All of these simulations have experimental data indicating
the breaking locations. To determine the best breaking indicator in
the numerical model, a number of possible 1HD threshold param-
eters were investigated, including �t /c, �x, uSxx

H2 /c, and uS /c,
where uS=free surface speed �as evaluated from the extended-
Boussinesq vertical profile of horizontal velocity�; c=local
nonlinear long wave speed=gH; H=total water depth=�+h; and
the subscripts x and t indicate partial derivatives with respect to
time and space. Note that simulations using the linear phase speed
and the local depth as scaling factors were attempted as well. The
results of this analysis are that �x is the least sensitive breaking
threshold, with the correct breaking location predicted by
�x=0.6�0.02 using the two-layer model. The other results
showed correct breaking initialization as �t /c=0.55�0.06,
uSxx

H2 /c=0.62�0.05, and uS /c=0.40�0.06. Therefore, wave
slope should be used as the breaking model trigger, as has been

Fig. 1. Linear accuracy of two-layer model. In each plot, solid line is
linear theory, dotted line is one-layer model, and dashed line is
two-layer model. Subplot �a� shows comparison of phase velocity; �b�
group velocity; and �c� shoaling gradient as given by ax /a=Axhx /h,
where a=wave amplitude and h=water depth.
commonly employed �e.g., Schäffer et al. 1993�. It must be noted
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here, however, that these coefficients will be specific to the
nonlinear-dispersive properties of a given model �here the two-
layer model�, and care must be taken when employing these
thresholds in alternative models.

Through testing with various dissipation models, it was found
that, in terms of stability and lack of numerical noise generation,
the eddy viscosity model of Kennedy et al. �2000� was preferred
for this particular numerical scheme. For the dissipation under a
breaking event, modifications to Kennedy et al. are concerned
primarily with reformulating the model thresholds in terms of the
total water depth, H. In Kennedy et al. thresholds are given in
terms of h, making the simulation of breaking uprush, where h is
negative, unclear. The structure of the dissipation formulation
is identical to Kennedy et al. although the calibrated threshold
values are modified. The complete formulation for Rb is given in
Appendix II.

The final dissipation term in Eq. �2�, with the leading coeffi-
cient �T, has not explicitly been included in Boussinesq-type
models to date. This term arises when including eddy viscosity
in the Navier–Stokes equations, which are the primitive equations
used to derive the Boussinesq. A brief Boussinesq model deri-
vation, showing the inclusion of the eddy viscosity, is given in
Appendix I. Leading-order dissipation from this term exists for
2HD simulations only and is related to the horizontal gradient of
vertical vorticity, which due to the irrotational foundations of the
Boussinesq derivation, should be small. However, with the inclu-
sion of bottom friction and wave breaking, this is not necessarily
the case. The second-order terms in this expression are related to
the fourth-order spatial derivatives of velocity, which should also
be small. It is interpreted that this term accounts for the eddy

Fig. 2. Solitary wave breaking and runup. Subplot �a� shows wavefor
�solid line� and simulation without viscosity �dotted line�; and �c� and
�b�. Subplot �c� is at earlier time than �d�, and both are during rundow
and has left frame by �d�. Solid seafloor is gray.
dissipation that is not included in the breaking and bottom friction
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models. Through simulation testing, an eddy viscosity of
�T=0.001h0

gh0 is used here, where h0 is a characteristic water
depth of the initial condition. This value was found to not have
significant impact on the wave field when numerical short waves
are not present.

To show the effectiveness of this dissipation term an example
simulation is given here. In the numerical model, when a large
amplitude solitary wave breaks and runs up a slope, it is common
for a small amount of numerical noise to be generated during the
rundown phase when bottom friction is not included or small. The
reason for this is a very steep, nearly stationary hydraulic jump at
the base of the rundown, which propagates out short waves as
numerical dispersive errors. For this example simulation, a bot-
tom friction coefficient of f =0.0001 is used. Fig. 2 gives four
subplots of the solitary wave runup, showing spatial profiles from
simulations with �T=0 and �T=0.003 m2/s �as calculated from
the recommended equation with h0=1 m�. Properties of the simu-
lation are nondimensional wave height=0.2, beach slope=1/35,
and �x /h0=0.1. The added dissipation has no effect on the wave
propagation and runup �Fig. 2�b��, however the rapid damping of
the rundown-created short waves is clear as shown in Figs. 2�c
and d�. Essentially, this new dissipation model represents a some-
what physical means of filtering out unwanted short wave energy.

Experimental Comparisons and Discussion

In this section, a range of 1HD simulations are compared. The
focus is on wave characteristics near the breakpoint and through

arious times; �b� gives wave envelope from simulation with viscosity
e closeups near beach, where two simulations are given as in subplot
e. Positive wave shown in �c� is reflection moving away from beach,
m at v
�d� ar
n phas
the surf zone. The nearshore impact of using a model with good
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short wave properties will be discussed. The numerical grid and
time steps for all simulations are given in Appendix III, “Numeri-
cal Simulation Parameters.”

1HD Wave Breaking on Constant Slope

For an initial comparison, the solitary wave of Fig. 2 is examined
more closely. Solitary wave shoaling, up to the break point, was
investigated with a potential flow model by Grilli et al. �1994�
and then compared with the fully nonlinear Boussinesq model of
Wei et al. �1995�, a one-layer model. In general, the Boussinesq
model predicted shoaling correctly, in agreement with the poten-
tial flow model, until very near the break point where the wave
overshoals. The two-layer model is compared with the potential
flow results, as given in Wei et al. �1995�, in Fig. 3. The two-layer
model predicts the near-break point shoaling better, however the
break point is a bit early. This example provides some confidence
that the two-layer model very accurately captures shoaling to near
the break point.

Regular wave breaking up a planar slope is examined now.
The setup here is taken from Hansen and Svendsen �1979�. The
depth near the wavemaker from these trials is 0.36 m, leading to
a beach slope of 1:34.26. Five cases will be compared, with vary-
ing wave period and amplitude. Both wave height and mean water
level data is available from the experiments. Fig. 4 gives the
results from the one- and two-layer models, as well as the experi-
mental data. A very clear trend appears: the one-layer model over-
shoals the wave near the breakpoint, while the two-layer model
shoals at a rate more consistent with the experimental data. The
overshoaling of the one-layer model has been noted previously
�e.g. Kennedy et al. 2000�, and is an expected property of the
one-layer model.

With the two-layer model exhibiting very good accuracy for
these cases, we have a mechanism for determining how the one-
layer model overshoals the wave. By plotting the behavior of the
various harmonics in the wave train, the source of the error be-
comes apparent. Fig. 5 gives the trends of various harmonics from
the one- and two-layer models. In this figure are given three
curves for each simulation, showing the combined spectral ampli-
tudes in three harmonic groups: the first harmonic �A1�, the sec-

Fig. 3. Shoaled solitary wave height, H, scaled by local water depth,
h, versus horizontal location, where h0=depth at base of slope.
Dotted line is one-layer model without breaking; dashed line is
two-layer model without breaking; solid line is two-layer model with
breaking; and stars are potential flow results as presented in Wei et al.
�1995�. Last shown star �at x /h0=125.9� is break point predicted by
potential flow model.
ond through fourth harmonics �A2–4�, and the fifth and higher
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harmonics �A5+�. These harmonics are grouped as such because
the harmonics in each group behaved similarly. Interestingly, both
models show significant spectral energy into the tenth harmonic,
particularly in the inner surf.

Evident from this comparison is that the overshoaling in the
one-layer model is due to over amplification of the fifth and
higher harmonics �note that kh�2 for the fifth harmonic near the
break point�. The very high order nonlinear interactions creating
these harmonics are, expectedly, not described properly in the
one-layer model. Additionally, the break point appears to be con-
trolled by the fifth and higher harmonics, which exhibit an rapid
increase in amplitude near the break point, while A1 shows a
nearly linear decrease and A2–4 show a linear increase before
breaking. To achieve excellent hydrodynamic predictions near the
breaking point, a model with correct high-order nonlinear behav-
ior is needed.

Next, cnoidal wave breaking over a constant slope is exam-
ined. The data by Ting and Kirby for plunging �1995� and spilling
�1996� is used here. This data have been used most frequently to
test turbulence generation in numerical models more sophisticated
than the one used here �e.g., Lin and Liu 1998; Zhao et al. 2004�.
However, the wave height data obtained during the experiments
are also an excellent benchmark for depth-integrated models in
the surf zone �Bredmose et al. 2004�. It is noted that, for the
cnoidal wave cases, the location of the numerical wavemaker �in-
ternal source wave generator�, does play a role in the break point
location. The reason for this is that, due to the high nonlinearity of

Fig. 4. Wave height and setup comparisons with regular wave
breaking experiments of Hansen and Svendsen �1979�. Each figure
gives kh value of wave at wavemaker, symbols are experimental data,
dashed line is one-layer model, and solid line is two-layer model. Top
trends in each subplot are wave height and lower trends are mean
water level.
the incident wave condition, free waves tended to be generated
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with the cnoidal wave train, which would then interact in a non-
linear manner. Depending on the interaction time possible for the
wave components, which is controlled by the wavemaker loca-
tion, the breakpoint could be shifted. Care was taken to ensure
that the numerical wavemaker was at the same location as the
experimental. The numerical–experimental comparisons for the
spilling and plunging breakers are given in Figs. 6 and 7, respec-
tively. Shown in these comparisons is a trend similar to that al-
ready mentioned: the one-layer model shoals much more rapidly

Fig. 5. Amplitudes in harmonic bins as predicted by one-layer �dash
In �a� is first harmonic amplitude, A1, in �b� is sum of second thro
A5+=�n=5

	 An.

Fig. 6. Comparisons with experimental data from Ting and Kirby
spilling breaker. In top subplot, snapshot of numerical simulation is
given. Below experimental crest level �stars�, trough level �circles�,
and mean water level �triangles� are shown, as well as corresponding
values from one-layer model �dashed line� and two-layer model
�solid line�.
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near the break point, and apparently much less realistically. This
is the case in particular for the plunging breaker, where the one-
layer model predicts substantially different crest levels near the
break point and the outer surf zone. Interestingly, the mean water
level and the trough level as predicted by the one-layer model is
quite good, in agreement with both the two-layer model and the
experiment. This is an indication that, at least for these cnoidal
wave cases, the mean water level and the trough level are not
sensitive to high-order nonlinear and dispersion accuracy, while
the crest level is. Also worthy of note is that in the inner surf
zone, the numerical predictions converge, which is a likely sign
that breaking is becoming a depth-limited process in this region.

� and two-layer �solid line� model for case 041041 shown in Fig. 4.
urth, A2–4=�n=2

4 An, and in �c� sum of fifth and higher harmonics,

Fig. 7. Comparisons with experimental data from Ting and Kirby
plunging breaker. Figure setup same as in Fig. 6.
ed line
ugh fo
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1HD Wave Breaking over Bar

As described in Kennedy et al. �2000�, the breaking initiation
criteria for the eddy viscosity breaking model, stated in terms of
�t, depends on whether the wave is breaking on a constant slope
�as discussed above� or breaking over a bar-type feature. With the
modifications given in this paper, including the breaking initiation
given in terms of local free surface slope, this does not appear to
be the case. The single recommended value works for both slope
and bar tests. Here, the numerical models are compared with the
submerged step experiments presented by Dingemans �1994�.
Note that this is the same setup as reported in Luth et al. �1994�.
The bathymetry is composed of a wavemaker depth of 0.86 m
leading to a step with a front side slope of 1 /20, a back slope of
1 /10, and a minimum depth above the step of 0.2 m. The incident
wave condition is kh=0.55 with an nondimensional amplitude of
a /h=0.072.

For this case, both the one- and two-layer models are run.
Fig. 8 summarizes the results and gives the experimental com-
parisons. The top subplot shows a snapshot of the free surface,
and also gives the breaking region. The experimentally observed
breaking region between x=26 and 29 m matches the numerically
predicted region very well. Note that for the numerical models to
reach convergence, an extremely fine grid was required: 400
points per wave at the wavemaker, or dx=0.024 m. The reason

Fig. 8. Comparison with experimental data from Dingemans submer
breaking region. Middle row gives one-layer comparisons and last ro
solid lines and experimental data with circles.
for this required very fine grid is that, for this case, the breaking
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threshold is just barely met, requiring a very precise evaluation of
the wave slope. Using a more practical resolution, 100 points per
incident wave �which gives roughly 10 points in the crest imme-
diately before breaking�, similar accuracy is achieved with the
breaking initiation reduced to �x=0.5.

Looking to the free surface comparisons in Fig. 8, the two-
layer model shows higher agreement with experiment behind the
bar. This increase in agreement is related to the release of locked
higher harmonics after the wave breaks and passes into the deep
water behind the bar. Once free, these higher harmonics travel
according to the linear dispersion relation, which the one-layer
model predicts inaccurately for the third and higher harmonics
�third harmonic has kh=2.5 behind the bar�.

Random Wave Breaking

In this section, the numerical model is compared with field data
obtained during the SwashX experiments �Raubenhiemer 2002�.
The beach profile is shown in the top plot of Fig. 9. Here, the
spectral transformation as well as the wave height through the
surf zone are examined. A 15 min segment of the recorded field
data is recreated numerically. The numerical recreation uses as
input the spectral decomposition of the field data, which is a

ep. Top subplot gives snapshot of numerical free surface, as well as
es two-layer comparisons. One- and two-layer results are given with
ged st
w giv
linear superposition of many frequencies with varying amplitude.
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Thus, the numerical recreation suffers with this linear superposi-
tion, as most certainly some of the field energy is locked.

In the lower subplots of Fig. 9, spectral comparisons with the
numerical and field data are made, for both the one- and two-
layer models. Two items become evident: �1� the Boussinesq-type
model with the employed breaking scheme does a very good
job at capturing the spectral transformation through the surf zone
including infragravity wave energy, and �2� the one- and two-
layer models show equivalent agreement in light of the accuracy
of the field data and the uncertainty in the numerical wave input
condition.

While the above discussion looks at the detail of the wave
field, it is also useful to examine the mean quantities. Fig. 10
compares mean surface and significant wave height. Again both
models do a reasonable job at recreating the field site. The trends
in wave height mimic previously analyzed data, with the two-
layer model predicting larger values in the outer surf, due to better
shoaling representation and a break point in shallower water.
While the differences between the model results are clear and
arguably significant, this comparison indicates that the errors in
the one-layer model are likely on the order of those associated
with the ability to recreate field conditions and in the measured
field data itself. However, the two-layer model has a demon-
strated higher accuracy, and preference should be given to its use
when practical.

Conclusions

A slightly modified version of the eddy viscosity breaking model
�Kennedy et al. 2000� is employed here in a high-order
Boussinesq-type model: the two-layer model of Lynett and Liu
�2004a�. Numerous simulations are run and compared with the
highly nonlinear Boussinesq-type model, or the one-layer model.

ave height �b�. Measured data are given by circles; one-layer model
shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9. Comparison with SwashX field data. Top plot shows spatial
snapshot from two-layer model, where measured beach profile is
given in grey. Lower subplots compare discrete amplitude spectrums
at different locations from numerics �solid line� and measured data
�dots�, where one-layer comparisons are on left and two-layer are on
right. All spectrums use identical frequency spacings and are filtered.
Fig. 10. Numerical-field comparisons between mean free surface �a� and w
by dashed line; and two-layer model by solid line. x coordinate is same as
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The documented over-shoaling of the one-layer model for regular
waves is shown to be due to an overamplification of the fifth and
higher harmonics in a region immediately seaward of breaking.
These high-order nonlinear components are better captured in the
two-layer model, which exhibits closer agreement with experi-
mental data for both monochromatic and cnoidal waves. With
wave breaking over a step, breaking does start using a single
initiation threshold parameter for both step and slope breaking.
Better accuracy is seen in the two-layer model behind the step,
where high kh waves propagate as free waves. Finally, the
SwashX field conditions are recreated approximately, and the
Boussinesq-type model shows its ability to capture the spectral
transformation of a wave field through the surf zone, without
favoring the higher-order model.
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Appendix I. Inclusion of Viscosity Terms
in Boussinesq Derivation

The goal of this section is to derive a set of equations by integrat-
ing the primitive equations of motion in the vertical direction. The
sole difference between this derivation, and that given in Lynett
and Liu �2004a�, is that the viscosity term is not truncated in the
momentum equations. It is noted that although the derivation pre-
sented here employs just two layers, the procedure is directly
extendable to any arbitrary number of layers �Lynett and Liu
2004b�. The flow region is divided by an interface, z�=��. The
resulting upper layer has a characteristic thickness d1 �all vari-
ables contained entirely in this layer will be denoted with the
subscript “1”�, while the lower layer has a thickness d2 �variables
in this layer denoted by the subscript “2”�. The determination of
the location of the interface constitutes a part of the formulation
of the model equations. Utilizing the layer thicknesses d1 and d2

as the vertical length scales in the upper and lower layer, respec-
tively, the characteristic length of the wave l0 as the horizontal
length scale, h0 as the characteristic water depth, l0 /gh0 as
the time scale, and the characteristic wave amplitude a0 as the
scale of wave motion, we can define the following dimensionless
variables:

�x,y� = �x�,y��/lo, zn = z�/dn, t = gh0t�/lo

h = h�/h0, � = ��/ao, � = ��/d1

�Un,Vn� = �Un�,Vn��/�
o
gh0�, Wn = Wn�/�
o�o

gh0�

pn = p�/�gao �6�

in which the subscript n=1,2 indicates the layer index; �Un ,Vn�
represent the horizontal velocity components in the different lay-
ers; Wn=vertical velocity component; and pn=pressure. Note that
the vertical coordinate, zn, is scaled differently in each layer. Two

dimensionless parameters have been introduced in Eq. �6�, i.e.
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o = ao/h0, �o = h0/lo �7�

Assuming that the viscous effects are not insignificant, the wave
motion can be described by the continuity equation and the
Navier–Stokes equation, i.e.

dn

h0
� · Un +

�Wn

�zn
= 0 �8�

�Un

�t
+ 
oUn · �Un + 
nWn

�Un

�zn
= − �pn + �n�n

2Un �9�

�n
2
 �Wn

�t
+ 
oUn · �Wn� + 
o�o

2Wn

�Wn

�zn

= − 
 �pn

�zn
+

1


n
� + �n

2�n�n
2Wn �10�

where �n
2=dnh0 / lo

2; 
n=ao /dn; Un= �Un ,Vn� denotes horizontal
velocity vector; �= �� /�x ,� /�y�=horizontal gradient vector;
�n

2= ��2 /�x2+�2 /�y2+ lo
2 /dn

2�2 /�zn
2�; and �n=dimensionless, layer

dependent viscosity equal to �n� / �lo
gh0�; where �n��dimen-

sional viscosity. It is remarked here that �n� will eventually be
specified through a eddy viscosity type formulation.

Derivation of the vertical profiles of velocity and the approxi-
mate continuity equation are based only on Eq. �8� and boundary
conditions, and are thus unchanged from that given in Lynett and
Liu �2004a�. The eddy viscosity included in the primitive equa-
tions above is interpreted as acting in the body of the fluid, away
from the boundaries. The bottom friction model given in Eq. �5�
is expected to approximately include bottom boundary layer dis-
sipation. It is not sought here to modify the bottom boundary
condition such that the velocity profile in this region is better
modeled, as done in Liu and Orfila �2004�.

Working through the perturbation Boussinesq derivation, with
the assumption of a constant eddy viscosity in space, the pressure
profile in the upper layer is modified to

p1 = � −
z1


1
+ �1

2�¼ . �

+ �n
2�n�1

2
�
1

2�2 − z1
2��2S1 + �
1� − z1��2T1	

+ O��o
2�n

2,�n
4�, �  z1  
1� �11�

where �2= ��2 /�x2+�2 /�y2�. This pressure profile leads to the
new momentum equation

�u1

�t
+


o

2
� �u1 · u1� + �� + �1

2�¼ . �

+ �n�h0

d1
� S1 − �2u1 − �n

2�2
�1
2

2
� S1 + �1 � T1�

+ �n
2 � 
1

2

1

2�2�2S1 + 
1��2T1�� = O��o
2�1

2� �12�

In the above equations the neglected terms in the �¼� can be
found in Lynett and Liu �2004a�, or any highly nonlinear ex-

tended Boussinesq derivation.
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Appendix II. Wave Breaking Formulation

The breaking term in the momentum equation is given by
Rb= �Rbx ,Rby�, where

Rbx =
1

H
����Hu1�x�x + 0.5���Hu1�y + ��Hv1�x�y� �13�

Rby =
1

H
����Hv1�y�x + 0.5���Hu1�y + ��Hv1�x�x� �14�

The viscosity, �, is

� = B�2H�t �15�

where

B = �1, �t � 2�t
*

�t/�t
* − 1, �t

*  �t � 2�t
*

0, �t � �t
* �

and

�t
* = ��t

F, t − t0 � T*

�t
I +

t − t0

T* ��t
F − �t

I� , 0 � t − t0  T* �
To this point, the formulation, as given by the above equations,
is identical to that presented by Kennedy et al. �2000�. For the
two-layer model, the following parameter values are found to
yield the best agreement with experiment:

� = 10, T* = 10H/g ,

�t
I = 0.5gH, �t

F = 0.05gH �16�

Furthermore, breaking cannot initiate unless

�x
2 + �y

2 � 0.60 �17�

This criteria is enforced by first checking if the wave in question
is already breaking; if it is not, the slope threshold must be met
for any further breaking model calculations to be performed. The
breaking model is utilized in a semiexplicit manner, meaning that
the viscosity at time level n+1 is calculated with � values from
time level n. The remaining terms in Rb are calculated in an
implicit manner. It is reiterated here that the above parameter set
is tuned for the two-layer model, and transfusion of these param-
eters into a different model with different nonlinear properties
will likely yield different results.

Appendix III. Numerical Simulation Parameters

Table 1 provides the incident water depth �h0�, wavelength
�Lo�, constant grid length ��x�, and time step ��t� for all results

presented in this paper.
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